
Next Day Catering Equipment
Premier Buildings 1 & 2

Mosshill Industrial Estate
Ayr, Ayrshire, KA6 6BE

Telephone: 0344 8754875

Email: sales@nextdaycatering.co.uk

Website: nextdaycatering.co.uk

Kitchen, Food Service, Bar Design &
Project Management Services



Hotels & Guest Houses

Restaurants & Cafes

Coffee Shops

Tea Rooms

Pubs & Clubs

High Street & Retail

Leisure & Sporting Facilities

Staff Canteen & Contract Catering

Government & Local Authority

Schools, College’s & Universities

Hospitals & Healthcare

Public & Private Properties

Historic & Listed Buildings

Sectors

Kitchen, Food Service & Bar Design
and Project Management Services



Detailed Computer Aided Design

Fully Detailed Kitchen Layouts

Bar & Restaurant Design

Specialist Servery Counter Design

Artistic & Sketch Impressions

3D Design & Photo Realistic Rendering

Detailed Equipment Specifications

Budget Costing

Mechanical & Electrical Services Drawings

Fabrication Shop Drawings

Ventilation & Extraction Design

Furniture Layouts

Health & Safety/Risk Analysis

Project Management

Services

Kitchen, Food Service & Bar Design
and Project Management Services



Kitchen Design
Next Day Catering Equipment offer all of
our customers a comprehensive and all
inclusive Kitchen Design & Planning facility.

We gather the specific needs and wants
from our clients/customers and thereafter
produce detailed drawings, which address
these specific individual requirements.

Our designers have over 30 years of
experience in this area. We will ensure that
every bit of available space is utilised to its
full potential and that your food service
operation is designed to be as efficient and
productive as is effectively possible.
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Kitchen &
ServeryDesign

In addition to the Kitchen Area, we can
also provide detailed front of house
designs for food counters and serveries.

These designs can include off the shelf type
standalone units, purpose made base
counters with drop in hot, cold and/or
ambient service options.

Our designs take consideration of menu,
numbers and the speed of service required
to ensure that your operation meets the
necessary demand of your customers.
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Bar Design
In addition to Kitchen Design, we can also
offer a fully comprehensive Bar Design
Service.

Our designs in this area can extend from
simply the general layout of a custom-made
design for fabrication only, right through to
the intricate detail for specialised
Shopfitting elements.

All specific elements of necessity are
considered, from alcohol and coffee, to ice
and glass washing, as well as the necessary
storage requirements for glass and barrel
storage.

Our layout drawings are extremely
detailed. This ensures that every aspect of
its operation is addressed, including the
detail for water & drainage as well as
future cleaning & maintenance.
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When the planning process is complet-
ed and a design layout has been agreed,
we can, thereafter, provide the neces-
sary technical information necessary to
put that facility in place. Of foremost
importance are the essential services
required to supply the equipment being
proposed. For this we can provide fully
detailed services drawings. These plans
highlight the loads and connection de-
tails for all electric cabling, gas, water
and waste pipe work. This will allow the
onsite contractors to fully understand
that which needs to be place, without
their specifically having to understand
the workings of a kitchen or equipment
itself.

Services Drawings
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3D Visuals &
Construction

Drawings
If you can’t quite comprehend a 2D plan
layout drawing, it can be quite a daunting
experience.

For this reason, we also offer our customers
the additional option to picture their 2D
plan proposals in multiple view 3D
conceptual drawings.

These drawings can extend from simple
black & white sketches, plain colour or even
photo realistic rendering. Further, these
drawings can be expanded to include the
necessary elements of detail to pass on to
individual manufacturers ensuring
measured and accurate fabrication
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When all of the plans are completed and the costs
for a project are all agreed the time eventually
comes when the equipment proposed has to be
ordered from the manufacturing and fabrication
suppliers. It’s at this stage that one interpretation
of a plan drawing or written description can be
found to be very different from another. Of course,
if this happens after the product has already been
manufactured; it can be a very difficult, and
expensive, situation to resolve, for all concerned.
To avoid this, and the obvious delays it can cause
to achieving a final completion of the project at
hand, we can produce all of the necessary
information in 3D pictorial format to pass to those
who require said level of detail, ensuring that what
arrives on site is exactly what is expected.

Fabrication
Drawings
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Typical
Shopfitting
Drawings
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Project
Management

If you feel that your fit out/refurbishment
requires to be professionally supervised,
we also offer the services of our designers
and/or installers as Project Managers. The
Management service can be tailor-made to
satisfy the extent of the project and the
number of manufacturers and trades
associated to it. For some customers this is
an essential element to ensuring their
project is completed on time and to
budget. It also allows these same
customers to maintain and concentrate on
their own business, without the distraction
of a building site to overseen.



Our Installers
carry all Statutory

Skills
Qualifications &

Certification



CONTACT US

Call Centre
Open between 0830 - 1700hrs

Monday to Friday

Showroom
Next Day Catering Equipment

Premier Buildings 1 & 2
Mosshill Industrial Estate
Ayr, Ayrshire, KA6 6BE

Telephone: 0344 8754875

Email: sales@nextdaycatering.co.uk

Website: nextdaycatering.co.uk

Kitchen, Food Service & Bar Design and Project
Management Services

Payments Accepted

mailto:sales@nextdaycatering.co.uk

